## Service Bulletin

**Ref. No.** 2R7-0028 (I151)  
**<Date>** July 31, 2018

### Subject:
DP 부품 변경

### Model:
M5526cdw, M5526cdn, M5525cdn, M5521cdw, M5521cdn, M5520cdw, M5520cdn, M5021cdn *

### Classification:
- **Field measures timing:**
  - [ ] At Set Up  
  - [ ] Next Visit/Service Call  
  - [x] Next Periodic Maintenance  
  - [x] Information only  
- **Phenomenon:**
  - [ ] SC/Error  
  - [ ] Paper Feeding/Conveying  
  - [ ] Image  
  - [ ] Machine operation  
- **Type of change:**
  - [ ] Hardware  
  - [ ] Firmware and Software  
  - [x] Information

### Remarks:
Supplement *

The following models use the same DP as the above models but LID DP WIRE A4 will not be disused for protecting the FFC wiring through the LID DP WIRE A4 section planning to disused with the above models. The FFC of DP with the affected models is aligned differently from the following models. Model: M2135dn, M2635dn, M2635dw, M2040dn, M2540dw, M2640idw, M2735dw, M2540dn, M2235dn, M2735dn, M2835dw

In order to improve the productivity, disuse the LID DP WIRE A4 and change the affixing position of the barcode label currently affixed in the LID DP WIRE A4.
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Barcode label: Change affixing position  
LID DP WIRE A4: Disuse

[Photo when opening the new DP]
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Position where the LID DP WIRE A4 was affixed
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Barcode label

### Field Measure:
No particular problems are expected.

**First implemented timing at factory:** Under investigation.
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